THE
FLIP
FLOP
Five-year-old Liam, his mom, and his dad were at the shore of their favorite beach. Liam thought that the sand was very hot because it was midafternoon and the sun was shining brightly, so he wore his neon green flip flops to the edge of the ocean. He took off his flip flops, then he went into the water to swim and play in his navy blue, shark swim trunks.

When he came out, the sun was setting with pink skies, so the sand wasn’t hot anymore. Liam completely forgot about his flip flops! The tide came up and washed the shore clean, including Liam’s flip flops!
At that moment, Lucy, the baby bottlenose dolphin and her pod were hunting for their favorite restaurant, Fish-Hop. On their way a pair of size 5, bright, neon green flip flops, caught her eye and she left her pod to retrieve them. She brought them back to her friends just for them to say,

“This is barf, go put it back, it’s not worth it!”

But Lucy did not listen. Instead, she went straight to her hideaway in the kelp forest, which was only 1 submarine-stop away.
The closest stop was right beside Fish Hop. She waited and waited and she had to watch her pod laughing inside without her. Finally, her submarine was there.
When Lucy got to her stop, she got off the sub and went straight to her spot. There she fiddled with this weird object, but she could not find its use.
She left the kelp forest and went back to town, she searched like a turtle looking for a patch of green grass in every store she could think of. Finally, she went to The Tail Department to see if they had a pair like them, as she searched the shelves, she found 1 pair with the same strap. She tried it on and it fit! She checked out smiling, she was so excited! The cashier told her that the weird object was actually called a flip flop! Now all that Lucy wears is her new pair of flip flops! The pair of neon green, kids flip flops that opened up Pandora’s box stays on her bedroom shelf right across from her kelp bed!